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Skin Diamond Gets Roughed Up Victim: Skin Diamond
Approx. 101 mins 2012 Kink.com

€ 18,95

Sadist Jack Hammer returns to give Skin Diamond a rough ride. They have seen each other around the armory for a long
time, but the wait is finally over for Jack to deliver Skin some harsh punishment. In scene one, Skin is weaved between a
series of metal poles and affixed to the pipe with clear straps. Jack puts the electrified breast cups on her tits and keeps them
attached with vet wrap. To make her ability to endure more challenging, he adds the microphone attachment to her electrical
predicament. If she or Jack make any noise at all, she will receive harsh shocks to her tits. Jack fully enjoys himself
relentlessly tormenting Skin with her audio predicament, finding as many ways to make noise as possible. In the second
position, Skin is bound in an open legged swan dive hogtie suspension with leather straps. Jack works her over with wax and
adds a very mean weight to her tongue in place of a gag. In the last position, Claire thought up an evil inverted Y suspension
for Skin. Her torso and thighs are strapped in a Y position and she is inverted awaiting Jack's torment... the torment of orgasm
overload. Cum, squirt, more cum, more squirt, she is helpless and has no choice but to submit to his plan of orgasm overload.
These positions are deceptively easy looking and very difficult to submit to. Skin did a great job enduring what seemed to be
the impossible!    
Beautiful, blonde haired and blue eyed Anikka returns to Device for more. In the first scene, Anikka is bound tightly in the
black canvas straight jacket and suspended in a hogtie position with leather wrapped around her ankles. To keep this bitch
under submission, her knees are opened with the spiky sticks and her tolerances are tested with a heavy handed tazapper
session. In the second scene, she is suspended pile drive style with leather straps. Sticky pads are attached to her tender ass
and she is made to cum from spanking alone! In the final scene, Anikka is spread eagle with metal pipe. A metal collar keeps
her head up and a fucking machine mercilessly pounds her cunt into oblivion.
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